Introduction
Random errors in the multipole magnetic coefficients of superconducting magnet have been of continuing interest in accelerator research.1-5 The Superconducing Super Collider (SSC) with its small magnetic aperture only emphasizes this aspect of magnet design, construction, and measurement. With this in mind, we present a magnet model which mirrors the structure of a typical superconducting magnet. By taking advantage of the basic symmetries of a dipole magnet, we use this model to fit the measured multipole rms widths. The fit parameters allow us then to predict the values of the rms multipole errors expected for the SSC dipole reference design D, SSC-C5. With the aid of first-order perturbation theory, we then give an estimate of the effect of these random errors on the emittance growth of a proton beam stored in an SSC.
The Magnet Model
The fractional field coefficients,6 normal (bn) and skew (an) , that are produced in the central aperture by a specified current distribution, Fig. 1 coefficients. In the model we are considering, it is the unsymmetrical variation in the block variables which break these symmetries and permits the forbidden multipoles to appear. Consistent with this idea we-arrive at a combination of partial derivatives (X) which exhibits the basic four-fold symmetry of the blocks. Thus for the group of blocks numbered 1, 4, 5, 8 (see Fig. 3 ), we write X1(n,4 ) = (l+ac)(+cr)X1(n,9 ) -(l+t)(l-C)X 4(n,4 ) 4 0(7) and
The expressions for X (n,po) and Xl(n,A) are like Eq. (8) with w + po and (w + A in turn. In these (3) four equations, it is the parameter CL, which, when different from zero, introduces a TB asymmetry. Similarly, the parameter aY introduces a LR asymmetry.
Treating the block arrangement shown in We will employ our magnet model to fit the multipole rms widths derived from the magnetic measurement of the 10 CBA "field quality" dipoles.7 As a first step, we assume a set of mechanical errors equivalent to 2 mils for the angular (8dO) and radial (Spo) positions of each block, and 1 mil for the two half-widths (6&) and (6A 
